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Abstract
This contribution seeks to provide a more detailed insight into the entanglement of value 
and measurement. Drawing on insights from semiotics and a Bourdieusian perspective 
on language as an economy of linguistic exchange, we develop the theoretical concept 
of value-measurement links and distinguish three processes – operationalisation, 
nomination, and indetermination – as forms in which these links can be constructed. We 
illustrate these three processes using (e)valuation practices in science, particularly the 
journal impact factor, as an empirical object of investigation. As this example illustrates, 
measured values can function as building blocks for further measurements, and thus 
establish chains of evaluations, where it becomes more and more obscure which 
values the measurements actually express. We conclude that in the case of measured 
values such as impact factors, these chains are driven by the interplay between the 
interpretative openness of language and the seeming tendency of numbers to fixate 
meaning thus continually re-creating, transforming and modifying values.
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Résumé
Cet article entend apporter une connaissance plus détaillée de l’imbrication existant 
entre valeurs et mesures. À partir de connaissances provenant de la sémiotique et 
partant d’une perspective bourdieusienne qui conçoit le langage comme un système 
économique d’échanges linguistiques, nous développons le concept théorique 
de liaisons valeur-mesure et distinguons trois processus – l’opérationnalisme, 
la dénomination et l’indétermination – comme des formes à partir desquelles ces 
liaisons peuvent être construites. Nous illustrons ces trois processus en convoquant 
les pratiques d’évaluation utilisées en science, et plus particulièrement le facteur 
d’impact, pris comme objet d’étude empirique. Comme cet exemple le montre, les 
valeurs mesurées peuvent fonctionner comme des éléments de base menant vers plus 
de mesures, et construisent de cette façon des chaînes d’évaluations, où il devient de 
moins en moins clair quelles valeurs ces mesures expriment exactement. Nous en 
concluons que dans le cas de valeurs mesurées tel que le sont les facteurs d’impact, ces 
chaînes sont déterminées par l’interaction entre l’ouverture interprétative du langage 
et l’apparente tendance qu’ont les chiffres à fixer un sens, recréant, transformant, 
modifiant continuellement les valeurs en jeu.

Mots-clés
Bourdieu, évaluation, facteur d’impact de revue, mesure, quantification, sémiotique, 
valeur

Introduction

Measurements and evaluations are pervasive in our day-to-day lives (Lamont, 2012). 
When buying a book from Amazon, for example, we can read what feels like a flood of 
user-written reviews of books in order to guide our decision-making. For our conveni-
ence, these reviews themselves are ranked by how many other users evaluated them as 
‘helpful’, and at the bottom of each review we, too, are asked: ‘Was this review helpful 
for you?’ In this article we take this pervasive tendency of measurements to spawn fur-
ther measurements that aim to build on, elaborate, transform, or qualify previous meas-
urements as the initial point of our argument. Here, we want to provide a more detailed 
insight into the entanglement of measurements and values, using valuation practices in 
science as an object of investigation.

Measurement is always an act of value discovery or creation and re-creation, insofar 
as it rests on the assertion that something is potentially of value or valuable: ‘Measuring 
presupposes that we approach something as worthy or valuable, even if we eventually 
find it wanting – for instance, under-specified, or wrongly specified’ (Brighenti, 2018: 
6). Without such a claim to represent and express an abstract value and hence be charged 
with meaning, measurements would not be recognisable; they would be mere calcula-
tions, graphics or texts. This creation of value, or valuation (see Krüger & Reinhart, 
2018) just as mechanisms of value discovery (Vormbusch, 2018a), however, does not 
yet say anything about the actual value it refers to, it asserts that something has value, 
but not, which value it has. Thus, it establishes a potential link between values and 
measures without substantiating which measures link to which values and what the 
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specific value-measurement link does actually express. In line with Brighenti’s diagno-
sis of a fundamental problem concerning ‘measure’ (Brighenti, 2012: 16) we note phe-
nomenologically that the multiplication of measurements and their uses in subsequent 
evaluations1 breeds considerable value diffusion: by blurring their designation these 
processes ceaselessly re-create, transform and modify values. Hence values remain in 
constant flux and are steadily overthrown in measuring practices. In this contribution, 
our aim is to develop a conceptual proposition to make sense of this highly dynamic and 
complex interrelation of measurements, values, and evaluations. To address the ques-
tion of how value and measurement are interrelated we first elaborate our main theoreti-
cal reference points from which we derive our analytical tools. These then enable us to 
define our key terms, clarifying what we understand by measurements, values and eval-
uations. Subsequently we will discuss the question of how measurement and value 
relate to each other from two perspectives: the first perspective focuses on how values 
and measurements are linked and develops an analytical heuristic by distinguishing 
three forms of linkage and discussing exemplary variants of linkage and their practical 
consequences; the second perspective focuses on chains of evaluations in the course of 
subsequent value-measurement links. We finally summarise the outcomes of our inves-
tigation of value-measurement links by outlining possible sociopolitical implications of 
our approach, considering value-measurement links as tools for governance.

Linking values and measurements: Analytical tools

To ask how value and measurement become connected means to employ a post-positivist 
perspective: accordingly, we do not understand measurements to merely express a spe-
cific underlying, ontologically stable attribute (value) of the object under measurement, 
as many positivist approaches do (for example Borsboom et al., 2004). In line with post-
structuralist ideas about validity (e.g. Lather, 1993) we assume in contrast that there is no 
necessary or internal connection between a value and a corresponding measurement. 
Therefore, we investigate how the world and its valuability are captured by linking actual 
values and actual measurements, both by way of numeric representations, as well as 
through wording. Hence we focus on how the words chosen encompass the world they 
intend to name.

In conceptualising this language-based relation between values, measurements and 
the corresponding value-measurement links we build on the semiotic theory of Charles 
Sanders Peirce, and in particular his triadic model of the sign. In the most general sense, 
a sign is a ‘thing which stands for another thing’ (Peirce, 1986: 76). Peirce understands a 
sign to be comprised of three distinct elements, the sign-vehicle, the object, and the inter-
pretant. The three elements are related so that the sign-vehicle, such as the word ‘chair’, 
represents the object, which can be a physical object like a chair, but also a person, an 
event, or an idea, through the interpretant, which can be seen as the specific understand-
ing by which the vehicle represents the object: ‘Thus, in looking at a map, the map itself 
is the vehicle, the country represented is the natural object, and the idea excited in the 
mind is the interpretant’ (Peirce quoted in Deledalle, 2001: 38). As Peirce emphasises, all 
three elements are only defined by their relation, a map is only a vehicle when it is under-
stood and used as a representation of a piece of land (real or imaginary), not if it is used 
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as decoration, or as wrapping paper. Likewise, the piece of land is only an object when 
represented through a sign-vehicle, not when it is simply used as soil to grow crops. With 
the element of the interpretant, Peirce furthermore highlights the fact that something only 
becomes a sign through its specific use: ‘[A sign] is not actually a sign unless it is used 
as such; that is unless it is interpreted to thought and addresses itself to some mind’ 
(Peirce, 1986: 76). Thus, signs are only produced through interpretation, rather than 
existing on their own.

Building on Peirce’s model, social semiotics (e.g. Fiske, 1989; Hodge & Kress, 1988; 
Vannini, 2004; 2007) develop a more sociologically inclined reading of Peircean semiot-
ics. While Peirce himself locates the interpretant within the individual mind, social semi-
otics believe interpretation to take place ‘within the process of context-bound and 
conflict-laden interpersonal interaction’ (Vannini, 2007: 115). Interpretations of a word 
or sign are embedded in a social context, that is, in precisely structured social relation-
ships in which words are charged with field-specific connotations: ‘The meaning of a 
sign is […] in the social context of its use’ (Chandler, 2002: 13). From this assumption, 
social semiotics conclude two things. First, that the sign is malleable in principle: because 
links between signs and objects are negotiated in social situations, they are always to 
some degree open for re-negotiation and hence re-interpretation. What emerges as the 
meaning of a sign in one situation can vary from previous and subsequent situations. 
Multiple interpretations can also coexist at once, with no interpretation being essentially 
more correct or more valid than others (see also Hall, 2006: 167ff.). Second, that inter-
pretation is a thoroughly political process and is both shaped by and in turn shapes exist-
ing power relations (Kress, 1993; Vannini, 2004). As such, meaning-making can be used 
strategically to gain power and resources, and to further specific interests. These interests 
will then be inscribed into the particular sign:

That is, in relation to a particular object or event, ‘interest’ leads the producer of the sign to 
focus on a particular characteristic of an object or event […] to make that the criterial 
characteristic of the object or event, that is, make it the basis of the production of a signified. 
(Kress, 1993: 174)

Hence, as signs and their meanings are negotiated in social interactions, they are highly 
sensitive to power structures, and the ability to produce ‘acceptable’ interpretations is not 
distributed evenly among all members of a given community, but rather depends on 
symbolic resources and interpretative authority (Van Leeuwen, 2005: 48ff.).

Drawing an analogy from the triadic model of the sign to the relation of value and 
measurement, we argue that a specific measurement can be seen as a sign-vehicle, which 
represents the value (i.e. Peirce’s object), through a value-measurement link, which par-
allels Peirce’s interpretant. Against the background of social semiotics we regard linking 
actual values and actual measurements as a language-based practice. However, in our 
understanding this does not necessarily result in an opposition and detachment of reality 
from its sign-mediated representation. Rather, it is important to stress that the variety of 
meanings and various ways of speaking do not cohabit in equal coexistence. Consequently, 
we need to take the importance of terminology and nomenclature seriously. Following 
Bourdieu (Bourdieu, 2005: 41ff.), we assume that these manifold attributions of meaning 
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always go hand in hand with a positioning on the so-called linguistic market, which is 
formed and played on with rhetorical means and strategies. In this concept different 
forms of talk are an expression of the struggles for symbolic power congealed in public-
ity, recognition, reputation, prestige, stardom, dominance etc., fought out through the 
medium and the very object of language. The social position of the various ways of 
speaking is determined in relation to the standardised official language, which claims 
legitimacy as the ‘formal language’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 48–50; Schendzielorz, 2011: 29–
33). The linking of signs is hence not entirely contingent or free-floating, but rather 
influenced by existing systems of signs that in turn are shaped by social relations of 
power. In this sense, we conceive linking values and measurements as a language-based 
practice whose execution can be grasped and deciphered more congruently with 
Bourdieu’s notion of a ‘linguistic market’ as a field structured by power relations than for 
example with Wittgenstein’s concept of ‘language game’. Whereas Wittgenstein’s ‘lan-
guage games’ are an ordered, rule-based practice, in which rules are followed ‘blindly’ 
(Wittgenstein, 1971: 219, 351),2 in Bourdieu’s linguistic market strategies are at work. 
The concept of strategy implies a higher degree of consciousness and choice than that of 
a rule. Accordingly, in a Bourdieusian sense, a language-based practice functions as a 
means in symbolic struggles, among other things, to maintain and improve the respective 
social position. Likewise it can serve as a reference point for contestation and resistance. 
Thus, the question of linking of measures, signification and values can also be under-
stood as a field of struggle for legitimate wording and language and thus for power of and 
over interpretation and evaluation. Furthermore, both measures and particularly their 
corresponding values can remain quite vague and ambiguous even in the cases when a 
link is established. As such, the terms chosen in the course of denomination only lay a 
rough trail for connotation, by limiting the scope of possible meaning and interpretation, 
while still leaving room for association and different interpretations. From a Bourdieusian 
point of view, ‘the word has no social existence as a neutralized product of the practical 
references in which it actually operates’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 43).3 Hence values are pro-
duced in the process and practice of naming in which the interplay of denotation and 
connotation is traced. Despite this designation of values, their meaning remains unstable, 
as it is interminably negotiated and disputed in the juxtaposition of denotation and con-
notation that runs through every language-based practice and may indicate struggles in 
power relations. At the same time, the process configuring the value-measurement link 
can be carried out by selection procedures based on current opportunities, so that it does 
not necessarily need to refer to a qualitative definition of value. A current example for the 
assignment of meaning combined with measurement from the field of science is the so-
called ‘impact’ of research. It can be suggested to stand for almost everything and there-
fore to be not very meaningful. Only preceding adjectives such as ‘societal’ name a 
certain field and rudimentary limit the range of the stated impact.

Defining our key terms

Drawing on these analytical tools we can now further conceptualise the relationship 
between values and measurements. To do so, we will first define the terms and put them 
in a conceptual relation to each other. Therefore, we locate them in relation to core 
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practices of (e)valuation in which measures and values are linked, such as categorisation, 
commensuration and quantification processes.

Measurements are precisely related to an artefact. By claiming to capture this artefact 
in one or more specific characteristics, measurements can operate with signs, and/or 
words as well as numbers. In case they consist of countable signs they enable mathemati-
cal operations with and quantification of the measured values.4 In case of non-countable 
signs, such as words, mathematical operations cannot be straightforwardly done. 
Quantitative measurements transfer the description of an artefact in a numeric represen-
tation through designating countable signs presuming specific taxonomies (see 
Vormbusch, 2012: 223). However, counting is not always a practice of measuring: count-
ing sheep, for example, is not a measurement of sleeplessness. Likewise, not all measur-
ing necessarily results in quantification, as examples such as the litmus test or the voltage 
tester illustrate. By means of units of measurement – centimetres, cubic metres, litres, 
and other measuring scales – measurements are always integrated into systems of clas-
sification and hence systems of order (Bowker & Star, 1999) that shape their significance 
and contribute to their continuous development. Nevertheless, as Power puts it, measure-
ments ‘can be, and often are, imagined before the availability of reliable instrumentation’ 
(Power, 2004: 768). Thus, measurements are always empirically connected with interests 
ranging from the interest of a functional fit of the measurement to the measured artefact 
to normative interests of ordering and classification. These can then be asserted purpose-
fully and powerfully in the context of conflicts of interest and symbolic struggles for one 
signification or another.

Values can be considered as abstract differentiations which, unlike measurements, do 
not necessarily require a concrete reference to an artefact. This understanding derives 
upon Dewey’s (1939) critique of value as a substance and considers a praxeological 
conception of the value-genesis, in which ‘values are created by projections of the crea-
tive imagination’ (Quéré, 2015: 173) as Quéré puts it, drawing on Dewey as well. These 
include, for example, categorisations that are not tied to a closely specified empirical 
(object-) reference, such as quality, freedom, originality, truthfulness or responsibility.5 
Nevertheless, values are always implicitly charged with meaning through their naming 
in the medium of language, which need not necessarily to be explicit, beyond the specific 
notion of value. To a certain extent, it can resonate passively in the nomination and, if 
necessary, be activated for specific purposes and then be used and guided by specific 
interests. Following Quéré’s reading of Dewey and his ‘adverbial approach’, ‘values are 
alternately ends and means’ (Quéré, 2015: 174), given that ‘the distinction between ends 
and means is temporal and relational’ (Dewey, 1939: 43). The fact that values can be both 
ends and means converges with our idea that the measurements do not need to be in an 
instrumental relation to the value. They do not have to be a means to the end of value 
determination or valorisation, but can remain indeterminate like an empty signifier.

In evaluations, measures and values are linked insofar as concrete empirical meas-
urements and implicit abstract horizons of interpretation are translated into differenti-
ated meanings. Here, meaning is explicitly assigned and weighed up so that meaning is 
specifically set (Krüger & Reinhart, 2017: 277–278; 2018: 12ff.). Empirically, evalua-
tions often contain and make use of commensurative practices and comparative assess-
ments. This range of evaluation is also compatible with Quéré’s praxeological concept 
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in which evaluation implies a more cognitive aspect, as opposed to ‘de facto valuings 
[…] for they consist of judgments formed through an inquiry, a reflection, or a measure-
ment’ (Quéré, 2015: 166). In addition, as ascriptions of meaning, evaluations always 
produce power effects.

Consequently, we do not understand the linking of measurements and values in evalu-
ations as a simple means-ends relation in which measurements are merely the execution 
and representation of values. This would mean thinking of measurements as mere 
descriptions and overlooking measurements as powerful medium and instrument, given 
the fact that the design of measurement procedures themselves are always linked to inter-
ests, as Angermüller convincingly demonstrates with the example of science as a ‘numer-
ocratic power-knowledge complex’ (Angermüller, 2011: 176). As value-measurement 
links, evaluations and their power effects are also not fixed and static, but variable: firstly 
because the potential references to abstract terminology and its value-laden terminology 
are diverse and the nomenclature remains variable; secondly, because the objects that are 
recorded and described in measurement in some characteristics, can affect the meaning 
of evaluations. Value-measurement links as well as meaning are ‘a two-way relation’ 
(Abbott, 2001: 19).6 Therefore, we understand value-measurement linkages as a dynamic 
relationship in which (symbolic) struggles are conducted in the medium of language.

Three forms of value-measurement links: A heuristic

These struggles relate to the matter of how values and measurements are linked. In this 
perspective, three forms of value-measurement links can be distinguished, which mani-
fest themselves in the medium of language: operationalisation, nomination, and indeter-
mination. To be able to distinguish these three forms, they must be thought of as 
processes, rather than states: their difference thus primarily lies in the way the connec-
tion between values, measurements, and evaluations is established. These three forms 
will be discussed below, using the ‘impact’ of scientific research, and particularly the 
journal impact factor, as an exemplary case.

Operationalisation

In the first form, a given value is translated into specific empirical measures. That means 
that starting from a value as an object, a specific link is established to a sign-vehicle that 
represents the value, thereby constituting meaning. The creation of the journal impact 
factor by Eugene Garfield, one of the founding fathers of bibliometrics, presents a clas-
sical example of operationalisation. Initially, Garfield wanted to create a measure that 
would help him decide which journals to include in his newly founded Science Citation 
Index (Garfield, 2006). In addition to this general aim, Garfield also developed a range 
of further conceptual considerations, such as not unduly discriminating against smaller 
journals with lower overall publication counts. The arithmetic measurement was then 
developed in order to fit this goal.

However technical this operationalisation might appear, it is also clearly a value-
laden process: the idea of the journal impact factor was tied to the specific practical inter-
est of establishing a criterion for inclusion and exclusion, and thus to confer the value of 
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good (enough) for inclusion (or too bad for inclusion) to the objects it would then be 
applied to. Today, the question of whether a journal is included in the Science Citation 
Index (or any other index of that kind) is hotly debated (Dannenberg, 2017; Flaherty, 
2017, Batagelj, Ferligoj & Squazzoni, 2017, Wissenschaftsrat, 2017), and it is easy to see 
that this question of inclusion and exclusion is a highly political one that is intimately 
connected to power struggles in the field of scientific publishing. Furthermore, the addi-
tional considerations about the representation of smaller journals reveal that, from its 
beginning, Garfield’s index was supposed to reflect a very specific segment of the pub-
lished literature, one that was deemed valuable by presupposition, even before measure-
ment. Intentionally giving weight to smaller journals is a normative consideration, one 
that does not result from any technical or arithmetic necessity. These can also be seen as 
more conventionally normative questions of fairness and representation, which accom-
panied the creation of the measurement from the start.

Nomination

In the second form, an existing measure is given a label that indicates a specific value. 
Nomination happens when a given measurement, such as the journal impact factor, 
becomes linked to a value for the first time, or to a different value than before. Nomination 
comprises denotation and connotation. Denotation refers to what is grammatically and 
semiotically defined and postulated as a ‘constant and common’ basis. Connotation 
refers to what is socially conditioned, variable, i.e. the variety of meaning that arises only 
in the manifold social relations in which the words are charged with connotations spe-
cific to their field (Bourdieu, 2005: 43). Connotation is accordingly permeated and con-
ditioned by the experiences and contextualisation of the actors using these words 
(Schendzielorz, 2011: 32–35). Building on our theoretical framework, the distinction 
between denotation and connotation is one of usage and of the power to define authorita-
tive interpretations, not one of ‘‘reality’ in language’ (Hall, 2006: 168). There are myriad 
examples of situations in which the journal impact factor becomes repurposed and rede-
fined. Highly contested (Callaway, 2016; Seglen, 1997), but still widely employed 
(Wilsdon et al., 2015), is the practice of linking the journal impact factor to the value of 
quality.7 This particular value-measurement link is typically fashioned in discourses that 
take place outside the bibliometrics community, in areas such as science policy, or the 
wider scientific community. Below are two examples:

The Impact Factor and SCImago Journal Ranking (SJR) are two common measurements or 
rankings of journal quality.8 (Curtin University, 2019)

The most commonly used measure of journal quality is the Journal Impact Factor (JIF). The 
Impact Factor attempts to measure the quality of a journal in terms of its influence on the 
academic community. (University of New England, 2019)

Nomination gives meaning to a measurement, and in doing so sets a route for possible 
uses. The journal impact factor these two examples talk about does not help the deci-
sion-making about which journals to include in the future Science Citation Index 
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anymore (in fact, it is now the other way around: journals not indexed in the Web of 
Science do not have a journal impact factor, because they are not included in the meas-
urement). Rather, it can be used in a range of other ways, including in the allocation of 
funding or tenure (see also Wilsdon et al., 2015). An impact factor that is read as a 
measure of quality awards those who score high with particular interpretative authority. 
Especially through its influence on resource allocation, it additionally affects power 
relations within science, by helping those with high scores gain formal positions of 
authority (such as professorships). Such authority in turn can be used to stabilise par-
ticular interpretations of the impact factor.

Indetermination

The third way leaves the measurement-value linkage unspecified. Much like the 
other two, it must be thought of as the active process of fabricating an indeterminate 
link, rather than as a state of indetermination. This can be done in two ways: either 
by an underdetermined link to a measurement that cannot assure to capture a thing as 
something and to function as sign-vehicle for a value, or by producing and using 
measurements leaving the corresponding value altogether unspecified. Following 
the argument detailed above, these measures still presume to express some value, but 
without providing indication which value(s). Hospital rankings for example (Dorn, 
this issue), often do not provide an unequivocal ranking in the strict sense, but rather 
a collection of good practices. These measurements thus particularly invite and 
require interpretation in order to make sense of them. At the same time, they are also 
particularly versatile, lending themselves to a wide variety of uses.9 The San 
Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA, 2013), for instance, dis-
cusses appropriate uses and interpretations of publication metrics, especially the 
journal impact factor. It can be seen as a document dedicated to problematising 
established value-measurement links and potentially factoring new ones. Under 
‘General Recommendation’ it reads:

Do not use journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors, as a surrogate measure of the 
quality of individual research articles, to assess an individual scientist’s contributions, or in 
hiring, promotion, or funding decisions. (DORA, 2013) 

This general recommendation represents an example of indetermination. It opposes a 
number of existing value-measurement links (most prominently the link between the 
journal impact factor and the quality of individual articles) and thus seeks to release both 
the journal impact factor from this specific interpretation and subsequent uses, and the 
notion of quality of a research article from its bind to a specific existing measure. As an 
argumentation strategy, it makes sense to start a list of recommendations with dissolving 
an existing value-measurement link by criticising the operationalisation or nomination in 
order to subsequently establish a new possible link. Interestingly, the declaration is 
mostly dedicated to indetermination, by cautioning against specific uses and interpreta-
tions of metrics, or urging publishers to proceed by ‘presenting the metric in the context 
of a variety of journal-based metrics (for example, 5-year impact factor, EigenFactor, 
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SCImago, h-index, editorial and publication times, etc.) that provide a richer view of 
journal performance’ (Recommendation 6, DORA, 2013).

Such recommendations problematise existing value-measure links without providing 
any clear alternative links: providing a range of different measurements together generates 
uncertainty about what value each measurement stands for, as well as what value the over-
all assemblage of measurements should represent. With the mention of a range of possible 
metrics, the DORA also exhibits indetermination: while the interpretation of the (2-year) 
journal impact factor is extensively discussed in the document, the other metrics are only 
mentioned once, with no additional information as to how they should be interpreted, what 
they should stand for, or how they should be used. In general, metrics such as the Eigenfactor 
or the 5-year impact factor are not used very widely and a conventional interpretation for 
them has yet to emerge. On the one hand, the DORA also fails to offer a particular interpre-
tation, and rather leaves the meaning of those metrics indeterminate. Measurements and 
values thus appear as free-floating, inviting and demanding new interpretations and con-
ceptualisations. On the other hand, these metrics also exemplify issues of interpretative 
authority: because the (2-year) journal impact factor has gained such prominence and is 
used so widely, it proves very difficult to establish other metrics, even though these metrics 
might be more precise, reliable, or inclusive. Here, the production of new and alternative 
measurements is seriously impeded through existing patterns of measurement use.

To sum up, besides the different ways these forms of value-measurement links are 
established they can produce varying outcomes, which may pre-set how they are chained 
and promote in which way they play a part in evaluation practices.

Unfolding chains of evaluation

As Peirce argues, a triadic sign does not exist on its own, but only in connection with 
other signs, which it interprets. Signs are thus linked up into chains in a process Peirce 
terms ‘infinite semiosis’:

The meaning of a representation can be nothing but a representation. In fact, it is nothing but 
the representation itself conceived as stripped of irrelevant clothing. But this clothing never can 
be completely stripped off; it is only changed for something more diaphanous. So there is an 
infinite regression here. Finally, the interpretant is nothing but another representation to which 
the torch of truth is handled along; and as representation, it has its interpretant again. Lo, 
another infinite series. (Peirce, 1974: 171)

Firstly, the multiplication of evaluations may create a situation that is similar to a simula-
tion in the sense of Baudrillard (1994). For Baudrillard, a simulation consists of signs 
that point back to other signs, that again point back only to more signs, so that the signs 
no longer reference any real or actual object. The simulation is thus ‘substituting the 
signs of the real for the real’ (Baudrillard, 1994: 2). According to Baudrillard, reality is 
not so much clouded or distorted, as made to disappear entirely, to collapse into its sign 
(see also Eco, 1985: 39).

We argue that this characteristic of signs to multiply and to link to further signs can also 
be observed with regard to measurements, which also frequently create new measurements 
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and evaluations. Seen from this angle, in ongoing chains of value-measurement linkages, 
the linkages also begin to only reference preceding links and lose their reference to any 
pre-existing ‘reality’. That is, their measurements become more and more detached from 
any particular artefact (e.g. a journal, a scientific paper, a person, an apple) they were sup-
posed to convey information about. Ultimately, they can only be understood as relating to 
other value-measurement links.

Value-measurement links are continuously modulated in actual practices, when filled 
in and stated more precisely in concrete cases. Specific uses of the former measurements 
can serve to clarify and substantiate previously ambiguous values. However, they can also 
contribute to obscure the values linked to measurements by adding new layers of interpre-
tation and new possible and actual links between measures and values. For example meas-
ured values, such as ‘impact factors’ are frequently used and re-used in other, ensuing 
practices of measurement and evaluation. They can function as building blocks for further 
measurements, by using quantitative outcomes of preceding measurement processes as 
input variables in further calculations. They can also themselves be subject to further 
evaluations and measurements that aim at determining, for example, reliability, precision, 
or the predictive value of the original measures. Furthermore, measurements can them-
selves be turned into values in subsequent evaluations, as they are in processes of bench-
marking. These ensuing uses in turn also affect the former connection between measures 
and values by creating new links and interpretations for the former measures. This is 
evident for example in the multiplicity of evaluation and measurement procedures associ-
ated with the peer review system in science: journal peer review can be seen as one of the 
cornerstones of evaluation in science (Weller, 2001; Biagioli, 2002; Reinhart, 2012). 
However, the value measured in this practice remains somewhat ambiguous and is vari-
ously interpreted as scientific quality, suitability for a specific journal, or as a measure of 
the ability of the respective article to be consensual. This value-measurement link is usu-
ally discussed along the terms fairness (bias), reliability and validity (Cicchetti, 1991; 
Daniel, 1993; Reinhart & Sirtes, 2006). Further evaluative practices however frequently 
make use of peer-reviewed articles as a measure of scientific quality, for example when 
the number of peer-reviewed papers serves as a selection criterion in hiring decisions or 
in the allocation of funds (Biester & Flink, 2015; De Rijcke et al., 2016). At the same time, 
peer-reviewed articles serve as building blocks for more elaborated measures such as cita-
tion indices, which themselves again give rise to ensuing measurements. Such is the case 
when journal impact factors are used to create journal rankings (for example the SCImago 
Journal Rank). Journal impact factors are also frequently the object of ensuing measure-
ments and calculations concerning questions such as the precision and reliability of such 
metrics (for example Chen, Jen & Wu, 2014; Donner, 2018; Moed et al., 1996; Van 
Leeuwen & Moed, 2005). In this case, the value-measurement links progressively lose 
sight of their original artefact and substitute it with other value-measurement links. In this 
example, the elimination is complete when the term ‘journal’ is dropped entirely, and the 
value-measurement link is only described as ‘impact factor’.

Hence the chains of measurement can cloud the processes of operationalization and 
nomination. For example, when the relative amount of rejections is measured, it then 
serves to enable an inter-journal comparison that merges into rankings. Subsequently, the 
rankings are used to estimate the quality of a publication. Hence the resulting topos is a 
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culmination of preceding measurement and evaluation practices that are again associated 
with values, such as importance, reputation and impact. This shows how measurements 
can transform and overstrike the former processes of nomination and value attribution 
and dissolve the evaluation.

This tendency of measurements to multiply, to create new measurements and evalua-
tions, and thus to move from one environment into another environment is both perva-
sive and highly consequential. In connections and chains of measure-value linkages, it 
frequently happens that existing and previous interpretations influence the situational 
production of linkages:

In other words, as a sign producer moves into greater facility with existing semiotic systems, 
the production of signs takes place in a situation of ever increasing tension between the 
meanings of existing signs, […] and the producer’s need or wish to produce new signs. (Kress, 
1993: 173).

Consequently, terms themselves are always already charged with value, carry certain 
connotations with them and evoke associations that can vary depending on the current 
fashion and how they are situated in current discourses and symbolic struggles. Terms 
can hence be formed, become broader or narrower, controversial or one-sided (e.g. pejo-
rative). The inception of the journal impact factor provides an instructive case here: by 
choosing the term ‘(journal) impact factor’, the newfound metric carried with it connota-
tions of specific values and meanings from its very beginning. Impact is a concept com-
monly used in mechanics (e.g. Stronge, 2004), to describe the force or shock resulting 
from the collision of two or more entities. Through its connection to physics as the 
motherland of measurement, this term carries with it connotations of accuracy and objec-
tivity, and claims a specific authority.10 At the same time, the metaphors of force, shock, 
and collision invoke a somewhat violent imagery, for example when compared to the 
much more benignly termed ‘Article Influence Score’, and might even be read as mili-
tary metaphors (Sontag, 2013). In trying to maximise the force or shock with which they 
hit their targeted audience, journals and authors almost seem to want to cause serious 
damage to their readership.11 It appears curious as to how such a violent metaphor is 
turned into something good and desirable in the field of scientific publishing. Presumably, 
a different nomenclature, such as ‘citation average factor’ would have brought with it a 
different tone for the metric, and might have also differently influenced its further uses.

Power effects of chains of evaluations

As argued above, the power relations at play in practices of wording and defining limit 
the possibilities of interpretation and the ways of speaking. Power thus constitutes the 
trace of a reality that is difficult to eliminate from the precession of signs and that may 
keep chains of evaluations from becoming, in the language of Baudrillard, simulations. 
At first glance, it appears that the practices of measurement – as first steps towards a 
calculative representation – have a momentum of their own, when they are decoupled 
from the artefact or field they seek to describe by measuring and counting (Vormbusch, 
2012: 223ff). This tendency is reinforced by the advancing technological development 
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that includes an overabundance of data and that facilitates and exponentially accelerates 
calculating and computing practices. Multiple measurements are used in politically and 
economically contested fields where they can be used to allocate resources competi-
tively. For example, they answer to the need for key figures and indicators to categorise 
and rank organisations such as universities, research achievements, etc. on the basis of 
comparative measurements. They thus lend themselves to the requirements of science 
policies rather easily. Thus, these dynamics of measurements can feed into a spiral of 
evaluations. This way, as long as this connection exists, is maintained and rhetorically 
nurtured, alternative measurements are attractive and requested, since they provide dif-
ferent value calculations and thus have the potential to modify the description and diag-
nosis of the competitive situation. Even if in scientific peer review, executed by leading 
national or supranational research centres, funding agencies, and other departments con-
cerned with science policy, such as the European Research Council (ERC), or the 
European Science Foundation (ESF), these correlated measurements are mostly used in 
combination with qualitative evaluation practices, they provide value-measurement links 
that are effective political tools for governance in and of science. However, taking inde-
termination and the interpretative scope of nomination and operationalisation seriously, 
there is also a chance to produce linkages with breathing space and the possibility of 
alternative and perhaps resistant re-readings, re-uses and re-configurations of measure-
ments and the values they are supposed to link to.

Shifts in interpretations will appear particularly pronounced when value-measure-
ment links move into new environments, and chains of evaluations begin to span multi-
ple fields, such as academia, science policy, and economy. Just as value-measurement 
links are always shaped by existing power relations and feed back into them, the unfold-
ing chains of evaluations are also influenced by aspects of power. Re-negotiations of 
evaluations may be motivated by shifts in political interests or by struggles for interpre-
tative authority. Different fields exhibit different power structures, different interests, 
and different pre-existing interpretations of specific terms. They will thus use and inter-
pret measurements differently from previous fields, sometimes leading to considerable 
re-negotiation of existing value-measurement links.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that evaluations link measures and values in at least three 
different forms, described above as operationalisation, nomination and indetermination. 
Operationalisation provides a specific measure of a value and thereby produces a mean-
ing as particular as the measure. Nomination attributes a meaning to a value-measure-
ment link, whose specificity depends on the terminology, and the interplay of its 
denotation and the respective spectrum of connotation at a given historical point in time. 
Indetermination in contrast provides under-determination, it opens up a horizon of 
diverse possible interpretations: either by leaving the link unspecified, or by blurring the 
value and / or the measurement in the course of their linkage. Hence the three forms 
slightly vary in respect to their particular evaluative potential. Thereby the three forms of 
value-measurement links facilitate different ways of functioning in political use. Whereas 
operationalisation may often aim at producing a precise meaning, indetermination when 
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used as a tool for governance leans towards intended blur. This political potential of 
indetermination is similarly highlighted for the topos of quality by Dahler-Larsen as 
well, when he emphasizes in which way the vagueness of a concept can be used as a 
gateway for measurements that promise to fill a leeway by calibrating the undetermined 
space. He claims that: ‘Conceptual unclarity does not make measurement difficult. 
Instead, measurement controls quality in a way that the concept itself is too confused to 
do. In fact, the social function of measurement expands exactly because measurement 
plays a key role in regulating the meanings and social implications of an otherwise elu-
sive phenomenon’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2019: 13). This diagnosis provides an example of 
how indeterminate value-measurement links as language-based practices can operate as 
tools for governance. Nomination however can serve both aims –precision and vague-
ness, depending on the choice of words and the rhetorical skills of the actors in the sym-
bolic power game on the linguistic market. In addition, these forms can be strung together 
and chained up in diverse ways and thereby create, dissolve and re-create further evalu-
ation practices and procedures that can take effect in political use.

We consider this paper as a conceptual contribution, which tries to develop theoreti-
cally fruitful analytical instruments. Building on this conceptualisation, three specific 
investigation perspectives can be imagined in which our instruments could be used and 
tested as heuristics for exploration. First, a historical-genealogical analysis perspective 
could explore the genesis of measures and their attained meaningfulness or meaningless-
ness. Second, a sociologically pragmatic analysis perspective can take measurements as 
the starting point and from this opens up specific contexts perceived as ‘environments’, 
‘constellations’ ‘situations’ ‘configurations’, ‘territories’, ‘assemblages’ or else in rela-
tion to values and valuation, calculation, quantification, narration, representation, simu-
lation and many other conceivable aspects in order to identify mutual condition factors. 
Third, a socio-theoretical analysis perspective could aim at studying the effects, perfor-
mances, and socio-political and socio-economic consequences of measurements. Such a 
perspective will try to investigate how and which dynamics the measures and metrics 
performatively create in their respective fields of use and in which way measurements 
contribute to transform and configure power relations.

Furthermore, value-measurement links comprise traits of counting and calculation, 
that can produce numerical self-description and self-observations, which can provide a 
basis for controlling interventions in an environment perceived as contingent (Cevolini, 
2014; Vormbusch, 2018b). They thus include the ability to produce numerocratic and 
highly competitive regimes of governance. Furthermore, numbering and quantification 
can be seen as devices for inscription and stabilisation that aim at fixating facts and con-
sequently power effects. However, value-measurement links also embody characteristics 
of language, in particular the malleability of meaning and the inherent potential for inter-
pretation and re-interpretation. As Quéré puts it: ‘Behind words and concepts there are 
not essences, but, to use William James’ vocabulary, the concrete pulsations of experi-
ence’ (Quéré, 2015: 165). This openness of language persistently undercuts the tendency 
of numbers to inscribe and fixate. It is precisely this interplay between words and num-
bers that functions as the driver of the genesis and movement of chains of evaluation.

As we have shown, value-measurement links are inherently open for re-negotiation 
and can be seen as technologies that enable the production of new and ever changing 
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representations and interpretations of the world (Vormbusch, 2018a: 103). It is thus this 
openness of language and meaning-making that establishes a route for contestation and 
resistance against the looming power effects implied in quantification and measurement. 
Creative uses of language in the context of value-measurement links always include the 
possibility for ‘the coexistence of multiple matrices of evaluation’ (Lamont, 2012: 202) 
and thus resist simple hierarchisation and a seamless, totalising ‘governance by numbers’ 
(Heintz, 2008). Given the relevance of counting, calculation, and the importance of lan-
guage in the struggle over divergent interpretations and meanings, the political dimen-
sion of evaluations also needs to be considered as weighty decision mechanisms and 
tools for governance.

Consequently, ‘language and action need to be released from strict formalization’ 
(August, 2018: 149) for only then can we enjoy the chances and the liberating potential 
of contingency, which are inherent to enduring power struggles, and keep power rela-
tions open for revision. Therefore, with a view to the numerous analyses of value, meas-
ures, rankings, metrics and evaluations, it would be desirable to regard language as a 
gateway that is always open, and as a central instrument for configuring the contested 
relations of power.
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Notes

 1. An exemplary case for this pervasive tendency of measurement is the increasing proliferation 
and use of science metrics, such as citation impact metrics, whose problematic effects biblio-
metric research is also aware of (Jappe, Pithan & Heinze, 2018:,2; 21-23) and which reflexive 
bibliometric is concerned with (Dr. Stephan Gauch, personal communication).

 2. Wittgenstein’s ‘language games’ are endlessly diverse and variable; their common denomina-
tor lies in their character of a game as an ordered practice in which rules are followed.

 3. Translated from German by the authors.
 4. This understanding also coincides with Abbott’s comprehension that measurement creates 

‘a formal relation between differences in some aspect of reality and either an ordered set of 
numbers or a set of categories’ (Abbott, 1997: 358).

 5. Unlike Boltanski and Esquerre in their recent book Bereicherung (2018), we are not con-
cerned with the value of merchandise, which obviously refers to an empirical object. Besides 
they focus on the relation of price and value, in which the value is an instrument to justify the 
price and therefore is downstreamed to the price. Moreover, according to their conception, the 
relation of value and price for them is mediated by the metaprice, which provides a numeri-
cal estimate of the value (Boltanski & Esquerre, 2018: 145–150, 161–162ff., 184–189). 
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Therefore, in contrast to what the nomenclature may suggest, the four forms of valuing objects 
(‘Wertermittlungsformen’; ‘forme de mise en valeur des objets’), distinguished by Boltanski 
& Esquerre, indicate how the so-called metaprice is justified and thereby resort again to the 
orders of justification developed in ‘On Justification’ (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006), but do 
not specify the concept of value in a way we could draw on for our conceptualisation of value-
measurement links.

 6. See also Abbott’s following explanation: ‘Meaning is a two-way relation. Concept denotes 
content but at the same time contents define concepts’ (Abbott, 2001: 19).

 7. The critical investigation on quality by Peter Dahler-Larsen points in a similar direction. He 
states: ‘quality is not a thing with an internal, essential substance. Instead it is a concept the 
meaning of which is derived from the social use made of it in specific contexts’ (Dahler-
Larsen, 2019: 154). In order to take this praxeological dimension of meaning into account, he 
advocates, also inspired by Dewey (1931), to focus on ‘verbs and social processes’ instead of 
nouns, and pleads for the term ‘qualitization’ that ‘deals not only with measurement of qual-
ity but also with various assumptions about what makes measurement trustworthy, and even 
more importantly, what consequences should the resulting notion of quality have for various 
categories of people’ (Dahler-Larsen, 2019: 154).

 8. It is interesting to note how the journal impact factor, which in itself is not necessarily com-
petitive, is mentioned alongside a ranking and thus serves to reinforce the notion of publish-
ing as a (highly) competitive field.

 9. Thus, indetermined measures might also be said to bear a resemblance to floating signifiers 
(Laclau & Mouffe, 1985).

10. It is interesting to note that other metrics, such as the Eigenfactor, also uphold this termino-
logical connection to the natural sciences, especially physics.

11. We, of course, wholeheartedly wish our readers well.
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